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September 2022 7th Edition
Bradt’s Africa Overland is the result of over 40 years’ experience on the roads of
Africa, Asia and South America, combining everything you need to know about
Africa with all the practical advice needed for tackling long-distance journeys
under often challenging conditions, be it by 4X4 or public transport.

KEY SALES POINTS
• A unique title
• Unrivalled expertise: the cumulation of over 40 years travel experience
• New coverage of Saudi Arabia en route to Africa as this secretive state
opens up to tourism
• Crammed with practical info for on-the-road travel
About Bradt Travel Guides
• Founded in 1974, Bradt is now the largest independent guidebook publisher
in the UK with over 200 titles in print
• Serial WINNER of the Gold award for Best Guidebook Series in the
Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards
• Bradt guides are written by authors who really know their destinations.
Many are resident there, or have been visiting regularly over a number of years
• Each new Bradt guide is backed by a dedicated press and social media
campaign
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'Africa Overland is not only a
travel guide: it is also a key that
would-be Africa hands can use
to unlock their dreams'
South Africa Sunday Times
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